


 

The Surface Effect Boat  is a boat-like vessel consisting of a catamaran hull with 
inflatable side walls enclosed front and back by a hovercraft type skirt at front 
and modified air seal in back. This creates a hollow chamber under the deck, 
which can be pressurized using an air fan. The resulting air bubble underneath 
can lift the craft easily, reducing the water draft of the catamaran side wall 
pontoons and creating a hover effect. This effect lowers the water drag 
significantly, making it possible to move over very shallow water without the 
danger of running aground. Because the craft has constant contact with the 
water by the side walls, it is easy to maintain direction and execute sharp turns 
without danger of sliding and losing directional control. On ice and snow, the side 
walls perform like a sled and do not require the air cushion effect. 

The major-breakthrough was the development of the boat's puncture resistant 
skin for the inflatable structure, which gives it the ability to move over various 
terrains without damage. Unlike any other boat on the market, the  air propelled 
Surface Effect Boat is fully capable of operating on water, ice and broken ice, all 
with the same ease of directional control and stopping ability, and without the 
possibility of hull damage in high speed operation. 

The Surface Effect Boat was developed to meet a complex set of requirements in 
order to serve the needs of river and ocean rescue as well as Arctic 
transportation. Those requirements are as follows: 

Range up to 350 kilometers 
Capacity of up to30 persons or 6600 lb. (3000 kg) of payload 
Speed on water, ice or snow of up to 100 kilometers per hour 
Cruising speed over water exceeding70 kilometers per hour when fully loaded 
Capability of moving over hard and soft surfaces such as ice, ice ridges, ice 
slopes, marshlands . gravel and sand bars and shallow water 
Easy conversion from passenger to cargo 
High impact resistance at low temperatures 
Ease of maintenance and repair with off the shelf" components 
As controllable as a conventional boat yet retaining versatility of a hovercraft 

 































AirCat 10 can travel with  high speed over   any body of water. Its 
maneuverability is outstanding and it is as easy to control as normal watercraft. 

The craft can take aboard as many as 10 people  and travel   up to 62 Mph (100 
Km/hr) on water and even faster on ice. On big flat body of snow it is far more 

comfortable to operate than a snowmobile. AirCat 10 can easily operate on mud 
and marsh.  

The craft capability is superior to average hovercraft. Very high buoyancy of the 
side pontoons and the floor makes  it unsinkable and almost impossible to 

capsize. The fuel consumption is comparable to a hovercraft on calm water but is 
much lower in   rough. The craft can also handle high seas without endangering 

passengers and crew. Driver training is minimal and handling of the craft is 
similar to a jet boat. 
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Advance propeller blade - 72 Db  mesured from 30ft
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